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First Ever Siksikaitsitapi Pow-wow held in Lethbridge by Blackfoot Confederacy Tribal Council
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For More Information on Siksika Nation Chief and Council:
Please visit SiksikaNation.com and follow Siksika Nation Administration on Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn for regular updates and statements from Chief and Council and Siksika Nation related news, programs, services and opportunities. We also encourage you to
reach out with questions, comments, and concerns in-person, mail, or email.
Siksika Nation Chief and Council
Address: PO Box 1100 Siksika AB T0J-3W0
Phone: (403)-734-5109
Email: sncc@siksikanation.com

Katari Right Hand recieving
Great Kids Award

Website: siksikanation.com
Check out and Like our Facebook page. “Siksika Media” for the latest and breaking news, pictures and videos.
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Cousins Skateboard on Empowering
Youth In First Nation Communities

By Brie Royal

It all started a couple years ago when
a few guys by the Name Stuart Young
and CJ Cutter met at a skateboard
event taking place in Calgary.For
many years the skateboarding community has brought a variety of people
together and end up always connecting to create something wonderful
that varies from video games, world
contests and has been the start to
countless organizations. They got into
the topic of indigneous
skateboarding and how not many first
nation communities have access to
skate parks on reserve. The City of
Calgary put up a bid to sell a mobile
skate park and once purchased by
CJ and Stu that’s where the idea of
“Cousins Skateboard” came about.
Stu Stated “We feel really fortunate
and grateful, starting up a lot of things
just lined up so it feels like the creator
had a purpose for us.”
They are a non profit organization that
created a safe space to teach skateboarding while intertwining it with culture. They bring the mobile skate park
to different First Nation communities
in the event they can have the access
to learn how to skate, learn culture
from different community leaders and
elders, enjoy music and food,
and most importantly to have fun in a
safe positive environment. With this
being said another key
focus was the founders of Cousins Skateboard want to change the
stigma around skateboarding but to
change it into a positive by empowering youth to feel connected to
a community, where they feel like they
can belong somewhere.

CJ said ‘Once we provide youth with
the tools they need to learn, they take
it and run.From there our commitment
is to help,nurture and support the
youth.”
The reason they have chosen to call
themselves “Cousins Skateboard
Community” said Stu “because we
want to treat everyone like we’re family, where you feel like you’re a
part of something. A community to
always come too and feel welcomed,
and without community we wouldn’t
be able to do this so we’re really
grateful for everyone who
shows up whether it’s to skate, or
volunteer, or to even just come say hi
and hang out”
Stu goes on to say “We’re here to
help, not force anyone. We want to
have a positive impact within
communities where everyone knows
they can show up and it’s nothing but
love and positivity here.”
The list of board of directors starts by
the two Co-Founders Stuart Young,
CJ Cutter from there on its Carlin
Black Rabbit, Samuel Crowfoot, Jordyn Brant, Meagan Young,
and a skate legend Jamie Thomas
the founder of Zero Skateboards that
led onto starting the famous footwear
brand “Fallen” and so happens to
be Stu and Cj’s Hero as they really
looked up to him and admired him
growing up .

They have various volunteers while
traveling across these communities
but Dustin Dick and Ziggy Good Eagle have been great for showing up to
every event to help the youth.
Right now “Cousins” are primarily
focused on Treaty 7 at the moment
but as all organizations continue to
grow their hopes for the next 5 years
is to one day make some impact in
First Nations across Canada.
When they do events in each community everyone is always welcomed.
This is not an event aimed specifically
just for youth but community members
as well as they would love for anyone
to come out and share some cultural
knowledge to the younger
generations.Its a safe space to connect and alwasy feel welcomed.
Cj states “When you come to our programs its all about fun, all you have
to come equipped is with a positive
attitude and we provide all the rest. I
hope our ancestors are proud of what
we are doing in helping
our community.”
Cousins Skateboard Community just
wants to give a big Thank You to our
elders that
come and share knowledge, to
Siksika Health Services; Tyler White
and Richard Running Rabbit,
recreation. Most Importantly Thank
You to our community members who
support us.
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Indigenous Knowledge and Western
Science come together to help youth reconnect
Submitted By Caitlin MacPhail

As the Partnership and Development Coordinator with SuperNOVA at Dalhousie University, Siksika Nation member
Caitlin MacPhail is dedicated
to creating opportunities for
Indigenous youth to connect
with their culture while engaging with STEM (science, technology, engineering,and math)
concepts as they learn on the
land. This summer, Caitlin
was a lead organizer for
SuperNOVA’s new land-based
education program in Nova
Scotia, called Melkiknuawti,
which means “that which
gives you strength” in the
Mi’kmaq language. During the
5-day program, high
school students learned about
physics principles and calculations in the context of building traps, the importance of
soil chemistry on plant health,
boat building, astronomy
and star stories,and wilderness survival skills. They
also learned the Mi’kmaq language, made medicine
pouches, and learned how to
prepare fish and make bannock. For Caitlin, having a
role in creating opportunities
for Indigenous youth to reconnect with their culture and
learn more about who they
are is something she is very
passionate about.
“Over the past few years, I’ve
really tried to strengthen my
connections to my culture,
learning

and practicing the Blackfoot
language, learning how to
bead, and spending more
time connecting on traditional
lands,” says Caitlin. “It’s special to be apart of helping
create accessible opportunities for other youth who may
feel disconnected from their
culture to learn
traditional knowledge and
ways of understanding.”
Caitlin graduated from Dalhousie University, where she
completed a Bachelors of Science Honours Biology with a
double minor in Indigenous
Studies and Spanish.
“I have always been interested in science and research,
and passionate about working with youth. I want to create opportunities for youth to
explore education and career
possibilities in STEM, but from
a lens that blends Indigenous
knowledge and western science, highlighting how
these can work together.”

While completing her Honours research project, Caitlin
studied the metabolomics of
Mishiimin, a traditional plant
medicine from the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation
in Ontario, to explore
the anticancer properties of
the plant. “Having the opportunity to conduct this research
really showed me how traditional Indigenous knowledge
and western science can
come together to
the benefit of the other.”
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Siksika People, Places, and Faces

Submitted by Health
Basketball camps at the Run as One Youth Conferance

Submitted by SN7
Siksika Wins MEdal for Floor Hockey at Alberta Indigenous Games

Submitted by C&C

Submitted by C&C

Canadian Animal task force gets reconized by Siksika

Photo:Theoren Royal

Parade featuring Blackfoot Royalty

Submitted by Health

Fawn Wood as Run as One Music Festival

Photo:Theoren Royal

Miss Blackfoot Canada in Parade

Submitted by C&C

The Newly Crowned Siksika Princesses

Submitted by Health

Joel West , Headliner for Run as One Music Fest
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Butch Wolfleg Shares Stories at Cousins Skateboard Community Program

Submitted By Brie Royal

Submitted by Health
The Pretendians perform at Run as One Music Festival
Submitted by Health
New Podcast from Health. Check it out on Spotify!

Clinic Hours
Tuesday - Friday
9:00am - 4:00pm
Submitted By Health

Thank you Siksika Home Care Team for your on going service throughout the
Covid-19 pandemic

DENTISTS:
-Dr. Deb Crowfoot
-Dr. Garet Herget
-Dr. Davis Fox
-Dr. Kayla Leugner-Lavallee
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Run As One Youth Awarness Week Returns
By Brie Royal

On August 2-4, 2022 a week filled with
events had made a comeback to our nation after 2 years of the youth awareness
week being halted due to the pandemic.
Stated by Siksika Health Services they
deemed the week a success.
I had the opportunity to get some insider details of Run as One from one of the
founders Richard Running Rabbit. He
stated “In 2004 a youth group known as
“Siksika Nation Youth movement” was
formed that consisted of weekly meetings
with over 50 youth participants
that were held in school gymnasiums. An
idea had been brought to the community’s
attention, the late Darryl Royal offered to
host a youth conference.”

Running Rabbit then states “From there
that is where the Run as One Youth
Awareness week , meaning all agencies
and youth groups would work together as
one to organize such an event.”
Over the years it has brought our community together, inviting indigenous role
models to speak on culture , and share
their teaching focusing on the youth with
a wide range of various different events
throughout the years. One of the most
important events is the Run as One music
fest that showcases local indgenous musical artists, and is now considered the
longest running indigenous Music
Festival in canada!

A big accomplishment for our nation and
this year it caught the attention of the Canadian Country Music Awards. This
non profit organization sponsored our
headliner “Joel West” and helped promote
the event.During its 18 years of being organized there is many youth leaders and
organizations behind the scenes who have
been apart of it success, and want to thank
everyone for the hard work and dedication to our youth and community.
Below is showcasing and highlighting
some of our local artists within treaty 7
terriotory so you can get a small glimpse
into thier life and a different perspective
of who they are aside from just an artist.

Run As One Music Festival - Highlighted Artists
Siksika Artist – Jax Running Rabbit
Jax was born in 2009 to parents Jodi Running Rabbit and Jackson Big Head. He is
a proud member of Siksika Nation and
the Blood Tribe. Jax has been performing
since he was 3 years old, his first
performance was at his daycare Christmas
Talent Show singing a hand drum song.
Since then he has traded in his hand drum
for a guitar and microphone and has won 3
talent competitions. Since he was a
baby he was drawn to music, all kinds of
music but favored the metal genre due to
his live concert exposure. At the age of 4
he attended his first metal concert and immediately fell in love with concerts
and live music. To date, Jax has been to
over 80 concerts and has been fortunate to
see over 100 bands perform most notably
Metallica, Slayer, Anthrax, Slipknot, Alien
Weaponry, and was on stage with

Volbeat 3 times. These concerts influenced
his stage presence and he would mimic
their performances at home. Jax and his
family regularly travel and attend music
festivals like Heavy Montreal, Chaos
Alberta, and Pain in the Grass in Auburn,
Washington, USA.
They travel to the Seattle area a few times a
year to attend concerts. In 2018 he joined
the School of Rock Calgary as a vocalist in
the beginner classes, after his first season
performance he was moved up to the performance group as the youngest member.
With School of Rock he has performed at
various venues in Calgary such at The Palace Theater and Webber Academy. Jax was
slated to go on a mid-eastern 11 city USA
tour in 2020 which was canceled due to the
pandemic.
Jax’s music influences besides the metal
concerts he attends are his grandpa Butch
Wolfeg, his uncles,cousins, first nation per-

Photo By Brie Royal

formers and other youth (Desert Orchid
from the Blood Tribe) that he performs
with or meets in his travels. Off stage, Jax
likes to travel, is a huge fan of Godzilla, is
an enthusiast for NHL hockey statistics
and player prospects, and has played hockey for 8 years in Calgary.
Today he is 13 years old and performs at
various events and venues playing guitar
and singing cover
songs of his favorite artists. (Foo Fighters, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Chris Cornell,
CCR, Mac DeMarco). Jax
is a trained vocalist and a self-taught guitarist, bass guitarist, and drummer. He aspires to write his own
songs and wants to inspire more youth to
take up music. Jax’s ultimate goal is to become a Rockstar and
perform for huge audiences in the future.
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Run As One Music Festival - Highlighted Artists
Continues
the music industry evolves and
continues to change, the one
thing we wish we could change
The inspiration to create was the culture
is providing more opportunities
and representation behind Hiphop, and
our own struggles growing up are some of for indigenous youth to excel
the main reasons why we pursued music. in the music and arts industry.
One major component that is
Being able to share our stories through
lacking right now is our youth
lyrics is what helps keep us going everyday. Our Name came about from the Ac- do not have the proper guidronym N.D.N, which was a popular slang ance nor do they have the support. We were all young once,
term for “Indian” back in the
we know exactly how hard it
day. We just added our mix and made
is to pursue your dreams; esthe letters stand for something. “Natives
Droppin Noize”. We chose family because pecially as Indigenous people.
We are currently working on
we are all family and would never switch
ways to help our youth get their
up on eachb other.
We create Native Hiphop, sharing our cul- voices heard, and help them
ture through music is a huge asset to us as turn their dreams into a reality.
Nisey Hussle said “The greatest
it allows us to share who we are as
human act is to inspire.” So in
Indigenous people , especially being in
our performance energy we aim to inspire
tune with our spirit and never forgetand motivate our Indigenous youth to
ting to pray. Our creative process comes
pursue their own passion, dreams and to
from coming together as a family to put
be proud of who they are and where they
all our ideas into reality, and finding the
perfect beat to help us tell a story. A Lot of come from.
the inspiration comes from other artists
When you’re in the music industry people
will offer you all kinds of tips and advice.
creating a vibe with their own work. As
Blackfoot Artists - NDN Family

Mama Rude Gal - Siksika Artist
My name is Diana Hellson (Melting Tallow) I’m the founder of Afro-indigenous
Hip Hop & Multimedia group Rudegang
Entertainment. I’m also a Hip Hop/R&B
Artist, Filmmaker and Music Executive
originally from Calgary, AB and currently
based in Burnaby BC.
To all my people and especially the youth,
one of the most important things I’ve
learned over the years is the importance
of caring for yourself in a nurturing way.
Your Body, Mind and Spirit; as difficult as
it can be to take care of ourselves at times
it can make a huge and positive impact
on our daily lives. That’s not just drinking
water and taking your vitamins (but
like, totally do that) but make sure t
spend time doing what you love, treating
yourself to
what you love and allowing yourself to
have playful fun.

From left to right:
Trew Water Chief
(A.KA Trew Awattsinaaw)
Manager: Meaghan Simeon
JR Original
LannyBoy McHugh
(A.K.A Lb Savage)
DJ: Tilson Running Rabbit
Keyvin Water Chief
(A.K.A K Dubb C)
Lonnie Dixon
(A.K.A Straight Up Feather)

Everything we have ever been offered has
helped us in one way or another but the
best advice we ever received came from
one of our older brothers. He always told
us “Live so they remember it”, these are
5 words that inspire us everyday that we
will forever live by.
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The Niagara 2022 Canada Summer Games Showcases Two of Our Siksika Youth
Written by Asia LePretre

Canadian athletic games held every two years, alternating between winter and summer.
The Canada Games are the country’s marquee event for amatuer sport representing
the highest level of national competition for thousands of up-and-coming Canadian
athletes. As the best in their age group, these young competitors come to the Games
having trained long and hard to be among those chosen to represent their respective
province or territory.
From August 6 to 21, the Niagara Region welcomed more than 5,000 participants (including athletes, coaches and support staff ) to compete in the Niagara 2022 Canada
Summer Games. The competition featured 18 different sports, including an inaugural
suby sevens competition (women’s only) and the return of lacrosse after a 37-year absence from the Games (1985). The 28th edition of the Canada Games will also mark the
third time in history the event has taken place in the province of Ontario and the first
time in 21 years.
Showcasing Siksika’s youth Syrianna Running Rabbit and Dantin Winnipeg were chosen to be a part of Team Alberta.
Dantin Winnipeg is a 16 year old Siksika Nation member who attends Strathmore HighSchool and is going into his final school
year, his parents are Brody Winnipeg and Adrienne Vaughn (Craig Vaughn). Dantin participates with the Calgary Chiefs senior
men’s fastpitch club within the Calgary Industrial softball Association, he also plays for the AAA Calgary Cardinals Baseball club. On
August 16 - 21, 2022, Dantin attended the Canadian Summer Games at the Niagara Region in Southern Ontario.
Growing up, Dantin, his mom and dad along with his parents’ families, always played Baseball from a very young age. Dantin was
inspired by his parents to be an athlete. They always told him to be the best he can be and they still continue on mentoring Dantin
to move forward. “I can’t say enough for the support I receive from them. They are my inspiration!” said Winnipeg.
When asked about how he felt when he was given the opportunity to be a part of Team Alberta, “ I was honoured to be asked to
be a part of Team Alberta and it was great knowing that I was going to be the youngest player, I learned a lot from all the older
guys. I think at my age being 16 to be asked by the Team Alberta Under 23 teams is a privilege, these are talented young men, a lot
older than me and it seemed to be a good fit.” said Winnipeg.
Dantin represented Team Alberta under 23 fastpitch team. Competition was intense and although Team Alberta didn’t make it to
the Sunday Finals, the overall experience was eventful and the memories will be cherished.
“I’d like to acknowledge the tremendous support from the community and family, also the continued support and guidance from
my dad, uncle, and grandfather as to the coaching and mentoring I received playing in this highly competitive sport.” When asked
if he could say anything to his younger self, Winnipeg replied, “I would say that, ‘you need to be patient, don’t look in the past if
you have a bad game. Look forward as tomorrow is another day and try to do it better.’” Dantin Winnipeg is a 16 year old Baseball
player, and he is embarking on a journey that will surely return dividends in his path forward.
Syrianna Running Rabbit is also a 16 years old Siksika Nation member who attends Wheatland Crossing school, Syrianna’s parents are Stacy and Brendan Running Rabbit. This year
for lacrosse Syrianna played with the Ladies Jr SliverTips on the weekdays and practised
with Team Alberta on the weekends. On August 7 - 21, 2022, Syrianna attended the Canadian Summer Games at the Niagara Region in Southern Ontario.
Running Rabbit started playing lacrosse when she was just 8 years old, her parents both
inspired her to join sports because they were both athletes in their youth. When asked
how Syrianna felt to be given the opportunity to be apart of Team Alberta with also being
the only indigenous female lacrosse player, Running Rabbit replied saying “ I’m going to
be honest when I found out that I was chosen to be apart of team Alberta I cried, but after
I felt like all the work that I had put in for the years before had finally paid off. Also it felt
Rabbit takes home Bronze Medal
pretty amazing being the only one who was an indigenous because I could teach and tell Syrianna Running
for Female Box Lacrosse team
my teammates about my culture.”
Syrianna represented the U17 Team Alberta Female Box team. Running Rabbit and her
team won the first ever Bronze Medal for Women’s Box Lacrosse, also on August 10, 2022, at the 13/13 drum art presentation Team
Alberta’s representative box lacrosse athlete (Syrianna) had the honour of accepting a painted drum of the Clan and Moon series
drum on Behalf of Team Alberta and Siksika Nation. “One thing I would like to say to the youth is to never give up, work hard at everything you do, one day it will turn out for you, keep a positive mindset, and don’t be afraid to reach out to people when in need.”
When asked if she could say anything to her younger self, Running Rabbit said “I’d tell my younger self to never quit, it gets hard
like really hard but that is what makes you stronger.”
A HUGE congratulations to our athletes on representing Siksika Nation!!
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MONKEYPOX
What are the symptoms?

How can it be prevented?

Symptoms can start 5 to 21 days after
exposure to the virus

To protect yourself and prevent
monkeypox:
avoid skin-to-skin or face-to-face
contact with anyone who has
symptoms
limiting the number of sex
partners may reduce possibility of
exposure
clean hands, objects and surfaces
that have been touched regularly
don’t share personal items with
others
wear a mask if you are in close
proximity with someone who has
symptoms

Common symptoms include:
Fever or chills
Swollen lymph nodes
Headache
Pain in joints, muscle or back
Exhaustion
Painful rash on face, palms of
hands or soles of feet
If you have symptoms:
Isolate at home away from others
call Healthlink at 1-866-301-2668

How does it spread?
Monkeypox is caused by infection with
the Monkeypox virus. It does not
spread easily between people, but may
occur through:
direct physical contact, including
sexual contact, and contact with
monkeypox
skin lesions or scabs
prolonged exposure to respiratory
droplets of an individual infected
with monkeypox
contact with contaminated
materials used by an infected
person, such as clothing, bedding
or towels

Vaccines can help treat and
prevent monkeypox. Who is
eligible?
Transgender, cisgender or two-spirit
individuals who self-identify as
belonging to the gay or bisexual
community and who meet at least
one of the following criteria:
have received a recent (in the last 6
months) diagnosis of a sexually
transmitted infection
are planning to have, or in the past
90 days had, sex outside of a
mutually monogamous
relationship

For more information, call the Siksika CDC team at
403–734-5720 and leave a voicemail.
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Check out and Like our Facebook page, “Siksika Media” for the latest and breaking news, pictures and videos.

